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Hopes and vision

100% Open Access in 2024, with a mix of models, 
as per the policies

Transforming journals toward full Open Access

A cost neutral transition

Preserving bibliodiversity 

Ethical metrics and research evaluation

Supporting authors, facilitating OA publishing

Facilitating access & knowledge sharing 

Design adapted from STEAM Education.  

https://www.free-powerpoint-templates-design.com/steam-education-powerpoint-templates/


Increase in (Read&)Publish agreements

Time for an 
assessment of our 

expectations vs reality



Expectation : 100% OA in 2024

Source: https://oam.oamonitor.ch (16.08.2023) 

as per the policies and mandates, with a mix of models

Reality : ~70% now
- Some uncertainty about the policies (e.g. reviews, professional journals, univ. hospitals ? …)
- Strong increase of OA publications in hybrid journals, more than in Gold Journals
- Stiff decrease of green OA, diamond marginal but stable.

https://oam.oamonitor.ch/


Transforming journals toward full Open Access ?

Reality : Yes and no, and with side effects… 
- Subscription journals moved to hybrid (“author choice”) or started offering mirror journals in OA

à Reduced options to publish for free & use green road
- Some hybrid journal changed to gold, but 

- Not that many
- “With APC gold” rather than diamond
- Hybrid journal becoming gold leave our current R&P agreements 

- Predatory journals are thriving

“Transformative agreements” will help subscriptions/hybrid journals move to full OA models
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Number of DOAJ journals

non-APC (Diamond) with APC

Source: 
Morrison et al. 2022 + 
DOAJ as of 18.08.2023

Source: https://www.coalition-s.org/blog/transformative-
journals-analysis-from-the-2022-reports/

Transformative Journals committing to annual increase of OA 

https://www.elsevier.com/connect/what-are-mirror-journals-and-can-they-offer-a-new-world-of-open-access
https://doi.org/10.1002/asi.24717
https://www.coalition-s.org/blog/transformative-journals-analysis-from-the-2022-reports/
https://www.coalition-s.org/blog/transformative-journals-analysis-from-the-2022-reports/


Expectation : A cost neutral transition

Reality : Cost increases, despite APC caps
- The library is now identified as the go-to place to request funding for APCs
- As authors publish more and more, the cost increase seems inevitable, even if APC were fixed
- Publishers announce new APCs increases frequently
- Attempts to regulate cost increase with APC caps are creating 

- disparities amongst disciplines 
- currency exchange rate nightmares
- frustrations to authors, while publishers seem unaffected by it.

- R&P deals keep including authors’ previous APC spend, higher than caps APCs and planned rises

“there is enough money in the system”

Hybrid journals APCs are higher than Gold. 
Source: https://esac-initiative.org/market-watch/Source: CrossRef API, as of 18.08.2023 

Source: Walt Crawford’s GOA8 dataset (based on DOAJ): 
10.6084/m9.figshare.23203955.v2 After exclusion of non-
APC journals . See also Morrison et al. 2022, fig 1 and 
table 8 (protected by copyright) 

Gold Journals
charging APCs

Fee
average

Max. 
Fee

Standard 
deviation

Humanities $366 $3 088 $548
Medicine & 
Biology $1 454 $6 000 $1 047
Science $1 044 $5 500 $914
Total $1 042 $6 000 $993

7,9 millions DOIs 
registered in CrossRef 

for 2022 items ! 

(2016: 5 millions
2006: 2,5 millions)

https://esac-initiative.org/market-watch/
https://doi.org/10.1002/asi.24717
https://doi.org/10.1002/asi.24717


Expectation : Preserving bibliodiversity 

Reality : big deals, and few newer models
- Huge time investment in R&P negotiations with the major publishers
- Funneling authors towards big publishers with whom we have R&P deals ? And driving them away 

from smaller local publishers ?
- Less time/money to work with other publishers/models. When done, can be successful though.
- Not many diamond journals in medicine
- No previous subscription spend to support pure publish initiatives or diamond journals

“support for the diversity” & “foster an Open Access model that is not restricted to a single approach 
based on the transfer of subscriptions towards APCs” Jussieu Call (2017)

155 Medline Diamond journals 
= 1% of Diamond journals in DOAJ

For instance:

Source: analysis with DOAJ and MEDLINE data, April 2023

https://jussieucall.org/jussieu-call/


Expectation : Ethical metrics & research evaluation

Reality : work in progress…
More focus on quality and content, rather than Journal Impact Factor

Source: https://www.unige.ch/medecine/en/faculty/hr-careers/Source: https://www.snf.ch/en/wBR6E3emu8PP1ZSY/news/a-new-cv

- A lot has been done at institutional level & SNSF… yet…
- Careers are international so we need a global culture change
- Reliance on JIF is still high. APCs are based on it. 

https://www.unige.ch/medecine/en/faculty/hr-careers/
https://www.snf.ch/en/wBR6E3emu8PP1ZSY/news/a-new-cv


Supporting authors, facilitating OA publishing

Reality: difficulty in putting across a simple message
- Full license details sometimes unknown, even after the deal has started !
- Subtleties, lots of info available…  yet little time to decipher, especially for clinicians ! 
- Lots of unpredictable elements (dates, quota, exchange rates) 
- University hospital authors eligibility is complicated and varies

Supporting authors so they can make their own informed choices. 
Making it simple to publish in OA

Or univ. hospital’s 
member (for 
some deals only)

Changing each year Hard to predict Hard to predictHard to identify 
sometime

Source: https://www.unige.ch/biblio/en/openaccess/get-published/agreements-with-publishers/

https://www.unige.ch/biblio/en/openaccess/get-published/agreements-with-publishers/


Facilitating access & knowledge sharing 

Reality : OA articles are rising and easy to access
- But with possible side effects:

- Information overload ?
- Selection and reading biais ? 
- No download statistics for collections decisions 
- Harder to publish for authors without funding or from less privileged regions

Facilitating access to contents and participating of opening knowledge

Source: thelens.org, as of 20.08.2023, 
only journals articles with PMIDs

https://www.lens.org/lens/search/scholar/analysis?p=0&n=10&s=date_published&d=%2B&f=false&e=false&l=en&authorField=author&dashboardId=1229&dateFilterField=publishedYear&orderBy=%2Bdate_published&presentation=false&preview=true&stemmed=true&useAuthorId=false&publicationType.must=journal%20article&externalIdType.must=pmid


Consequences and new hopes
Why I’m not (yet) ready to give up all hopes despite current reality

Design adapted from STEAM Education.  
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https://opengoal.ch/

https://opengoal.ch/


Rights retention 
strategy
Resources : https://www.coalition-
s.org/resources/rights-retention-strategy/

https://www.coalition-s.org/resources/rights-retention-strategy/
https://www.coalition-s.org/resources/rights-retention-strategy/


https://www.openscience.uzh.ch/en/openaccess/plato/Info.html

Checklist
Webinars
…

https://www.openscience.uzh.ch/en/openaccess/plato/Info.html


Source: https://www.coalition-s.org/moving-away-from-apcs/

https://www.coalition-s.org/moving-away-from-apcs/


https://www.unige.ch/biblio/fr/infos/sites/cmu/actus/readpublish/

Pilot 
project: 

Agreements 
with smaller 
society  
publishers

No quota

https://www.unige.ch/biblio/fr/infos/sites/cmu/actus/readpublish/


Source: https://subugoe.github.io/hoaddash/

https://subugoe.github.io/hoaddash/


https://www.coalition-s.org/journal-comparison-service/

https://www.coalition-s.org/journal-comparison-service/


https://theplosblog.plos.org/2023/04/open-science-indicators/

Open 
Science 
indicators

https://theplosblog.plos.org/2023/04/open-science-indicators/


https://coara.eu/

https://coara.eu/


Work on workflows in publisher’s 
platform to “nudge” best choices

Act before 
submission

Act on 
acceptance

Act after 
publication
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your attention ! Floriane Muller
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